Dialogues / Dialoglar

Feminist graphic novelists
A webinar about Swedish and Turkish cartoonists

Participants

Ramize Erer Cartoonist and co-founder of Bayan Yani Magazine
Gamzehan Binici Researcher in Giresun University, Radio and Television Department
Elin Lucassi Cartoonist, illustrator and writer
Rojin Petrow Journalist, podcaster and chief editor of Galago Magazine
Moderator Zeynep Serinkaya Winter

Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 18:00 (CET), 19:00 (Turkey)
To receive a zoom admission code, register at event@sri.org.tr by 13.10
Feminist graphic novelists

For many years both Sweden and Turkey have had a strong tradition of powerful feminist graphic novelists challenging societal norms, provoking debates and giving voice to the feminist movement. We are happy to bring together the editors from two influential magazines, Ramize Erer from Bayan Yanı from Turkey and Rojin Petrow from the Swedish comic book magazine Galago together with Swedish cartoonist Elin Lucassi and feminist humour researcher Gamzehan Binici from Giresun University Radio and Television Department. To give an overview of feminist graphic novelists in both countries and to discuss differences and similarities and artistic approaches.

This event has been generously supported by the Swedish Institute.

DIALOGUES / DİALOGLAR is a series of interdisciplinary talks, panels and presentations organized as a collaboration between the General Consulate in Istanbul and the Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul.